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Abstract

Correlative analysis is a powerful way to relate crystallographic and chemical

information to the properties of materials. In this work, a procedure is proposed

to select and analyze interfaces of polycrystalline thin film materials through

correlative transmission Kikuchi diffraction/energy dispersive X-ray diffraction

(TKD/EDS), transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and atom probe tomog-

raphy (APT). TKD provides information on the crystallographic orientation.

The EDS analysis performed together with TKD in the scanning electron mi-

croscope (SEM) makes chemical information available allowing phases of similar

crystal structure, but with a different composition to be distinguished. The in-

formation of TKD/EDS can be correlated to successive TEM and APT analysis

on selected interfaces for structural and chemical analysis at the atomic scale.

An interface of an epitaxial orientated grain of a polycrystalline CoSi2 thin film

on (111)Si is selected and analyzed. The selected interface has a twin character

and shows facets of different orientation and area. Site-specific segregation of

Ge to junctions of the facets is evidenced. The correlation between local strain

from misfit (defects) at the interface and segregation is discussed.
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1. Introduction

The properties of thin films can be affected by interface behavior and defects

like grain boundaries. Studies of the structure and the chemistry of interfaces

at the atomic scale are necessary to understand their influence on properties

such as: electrical properties like work function [1], recombination in solar cells5

[2], magnetic properties [3], or mechanical properties [4]. Changes in structure

and chemistry particularly showed the ability to alter the electrical activity of

a specific grain boundary [5].

Furthermore, preferential orientations of thin films may be changed by adding

elements during deposition as an interlayer or as alloying elements. For example,10

this was shown for CoSi2 thin films on Si substrates [6] used in microelectronic

applications as contact material beside TiSi2 and NiSi films. Low electrical

resistivity, high thermal stability and the good match of the crystal structure

with Si are the main advantages of CoSi2 [7]. The reaction of cobalt thin films

with silicon substrates leads to sequential formation of Co2Si, CoSi and CoSi215

[8, 9]. From both fundamental and application points of view, it is important

to identify the main diffusing species during the formation of silicide. Markers

such as Si radiotracers or implanted gas atoms can be used to identify the dif-

fusing species during silicide formation [10]. Pairs of atoms having very similar

properties may also be used as tracers if they behave like isotopes. Such a well-20

known pair is constituted by silicon and germanium. For example, Ge has been

used as a marker during reactive diffusion experiments of Ni-silicide formation

[11] and can be used in the Co-silicide formation.

In general, silicide thin films are polycrystalline. Diffusion occurs mainly at

grain boundaries and thus depends on the texture of such films [12]. The texture25

may be influenced by variations of chemistry and structure at interfaces [13].
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In the sequential phase formation of thin films by diffusion-controlled growth,

differences in grain boundary structure and chemistry can change the diffusion

and thus the formation of the following phase in the sequence. By selecting and

analyzing interfaces between thin film and substrate or grain boundaries, it is30

possible to evaluate the presence of segregated markers. A systematic study of

their influence on the phase formation as well as the interface morphology can

be obtained.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) [14] and atom probe tomography

(APT) [15] are two complementary techniques which allow investigations of the35

structure and the chemistry of interfaces at the atomic scale [16, 17]. The corre-

lation of them on the same sample region is a powerful way for quantitative anal-

ysis [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23]. Special sample holders have been developed in order

to facilitate correlative investigations on the same sample [24, 25]. Recently, the

TEM/APT correlation [26] has revealed a complex segregation patterning on a40

faceted grain boundary instead of the classical view of homogeneous decoration.

APT volumes are approximately truncated cones with an approximate

maximum-diameter of about 100 nm. The geometry and size restrict the volume

analyzed by APT to a tiny region of the sample. Due to the long preparation

and measurement time [27], it is important to ensure the presence of the re-45

gion of interest in the investigated volume. It is thus vital to be able to select

specific interfaces from a lift-out in order to study their structure and chem-

istry. Site-specific lift-out methods for preparing the tip geometry needed for

APT were developed to enhance the success rate for investigations on regions

of interest and to benefit from the ability of APT for 3D atomic characteriza-50

tion [28, 24]. However, as soon as the grain size is too small for site-specific

lift-out, but still too large to get with high probability interfaces of interest

in the APT tip, the success rate decreases significantly. The combination of

these lift-out methods with transmission Kikuchi diffraction (TKD) for prepar-

ing APT tips enables a high success rate for interfaces by placing them close to55

the tip apex analyzed in APT [29, 30, 31, 32]. TEM sample preparation holds

additional requirements. A sample shape of a lamella is needed to ensure ho-
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mogeneous thickness. Furthermore, particular orientation relation at interfaces

are necessary for structural investigations by high resolution transmission elec-

tron microscopy (HRTEM) [33, 34]. Thus, a method respecting the constraints60

of both techniques is needed to be able to do correlative analysis on the same

sample region. Recently, a method was published to combine the preparation

procedures of TEM and APT in order to facilitate correlative structural and

chemical analysis [35]. However, it is of great interest to develop a procedure

that enables correlative analysis by TKD/energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy65

(EDS), TEM and APT to benefit from their complementary information.

We present the application of successive (i) TEM lamella preparation, (ii)

TKD/EDS analysis to select an interface of interest, (iii) TEM analysis, (iv)

APT tip milling and (v) APT analysis. This is based on a new TEM-grid

holder configuration which offers further facilitation and economy of time in70

sample preparation. This method is then applied to examine the segregation of

Ge at the interface between CoSi2 and (111)Si substrate.

2. Materials and Methods

Samples were prepared with a focused ion beam (FIB) FEI Helios 600

dual-beam. Simultaneous TKD - EDS analyses were performed with a SEM75

Zeiss Gemini 500 equipped with an electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD)

detector, an EDS detector and TEAM and OIM software. Conventional TEM

bright field (BF) images and diffraction analysis were done with a TECNAI G20.

APT measurements were run with a LEAP 3000XR in voltage mode at 30 K

with 20% pulse fraction, 200 kHz pulse frequency and 0.2 % detection rate. The80

investigated sample was a polycrystalline CoSi2 thin film of about 280 nm in

thickness grown by reactive diffusion of Co thin film with Si(111). 100 nm Co

thin film were deposited by magnetron sputtering and annealed at 850 ◦C to

form CoSi2. Ge was introduced as a marker for diffusing species [11].
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A conventional grid holder (Fig. 1a) was home-modified in order to hold85

Cu TEM-5-post half grids (Fig. 1b) during FIB sample preparation, TKD

measurements and APT runs (Fig. 1c). This grid holder offers the possibility to

handle two to three TEM grids at the same time. By this, up to 15 lamellas/tips

can be loaded for TKD/EDS or APT analysis. Furthermore, a ledge (indicated

by red arrow in Fig. 1a and 1c) allows aligning the bottom of the Cu TEM-90

5-post half-grids (black arrow in Fig. 1b) in order to facilitate the transfer of

the TEM grids from a TEM double tilt sample holder. The dimensions of the

conventional grid holder were reduced to fit in the APT chamber (Fig. 1c). In

addition, the reduction of one grid holder side, which is indicated by a black

arrow in Fig. 1c, was necessary to minimize signal coming from the grid holder95

material during TKD/EDS measurements.

Fig. 1: Grid holder configuration. a) Conventional grid holder generally used to store TEM

grids of FIB samples. A ledge (red arrow) facilitates the exchange. b) Cu TEM-5-post half

grid. The bottom (black arrow) allows grid alignment at the ledge of the grid holder. c) Home-

modified grid holder holding 2 grids and being placed in a conventional APT holder (bottom).

One side (black arrow) was diminished minimizing signal from the grid holder in TKD/EDS

analysis. The stub is thinned to fit in the conventional APT holder. This home-modified grid

holder is used for FIB sample preparation, TKD/EDS and APT analysis.

The analysis procedure (TKD/EDS, TEM, APT) is applied on different

sample geometries corresponding to TEM and APT. The preparation of them

is a combination of TEM lamella [36] and APT tip preparation [24] using FIB.

This procedure is similar to the one presented by Baik et al. [35]. Compared to100
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the TEM and APT classical sample preparation, two new steps are introduced:

(i) Grid post preparation, lift-out and mounting on post; (ii) TEM lamella

preparation and TKD analysis on the TEM lamella in order to study a selected

interface by successive TEM and APT investigations.

i) Grid post preparation, lift-out and mounting on posts. Posts of the Cu TEM-105

5-post half grids are prepared by annular milling using a mask with an inner

diameter of about 3 µm and an outer diameter of about 10 µm (Fig. 2a). High

ion current is applied at 30 kV to mill a depth of 1.5 to 2 µm. The resulting

local geometry is close to the one of conventional microtip arrays (coupon) [37],

but surrounded by Cu from the original post shape (Fig. 2b).110

A deeper milling (minimum 5 µm) of the sample during the lift-out is per-

formed to provide a sufficient distance from the later tip apex to the post surface:

this distance is needed to claim a sufficient high field effect during the APT run.

Furthermore, it minimizes the probability of Cu redeposition from the TEM grid

post on the sample during milling. An exact value of a minimum distance and115

thus depth for the lift-out can depend on the material of investigation. Com-

prehensive studies with a range of materials and simulations could provide a

database. Care must be taken that the entered milling depth during the lift-out

varies to the real milled depth depending on the calibration of the FIB and the

investigated material. For example: the entered value for the lift-out in Fig. 2c120

was 5 µm. However, the real milling depth was measured at about 9µm respect-

ing a projection angle of 52◦ due to the stage tilt. In addition, a thick Pt layer

of about 2.5µm (measured in Fig. 2c respecting stage tilt) was deposited during

lift-out process. Protecting the thin film sample from Ga contamination of the

FIB ion beam by a Pt layer is especially important in final annular milling of125

the TEM wedge when few material remains and the region of interest can be

lost easily.

The geometry of the pre-milled post facilitates the mounting of the lift-out.

The moat allows a cut of the mounted lift-out without connecting the sample at

the micro-manipulator with the TEM grid post due to redeposition (Fig. 2c).130
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Fig. 2: Preparation of TEM-grid post and mounting of sample on it from a lift-out. a) Ion-

image top view on post: Pattern milling creates a geometry applicable for APT analysis.

b) Electron image side view on post: Post prepared by FIB. c) Ion image side view on

sample mounted on prepared post and remaining lift-out at the micromanipulator (top right):

Mounting of sample facilitated due to the moat avoiding connection of the sample at the

micromanipulator with the TEM grid post by redeposition during the cut.

ii) TKD analysis on the TEM lamella. The lamella geometry offers a homoge-

neous thickness along the width. TKD can be performed on it and the orien-

tation relation between two grains in the thin film or between a grain and the

substrate can be determined. To select interfaces for HRTEM investigations,

it is of interest to know if the sample can be orientated to get both adjacent135
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crystals simultaneously in low index zone axes orientation in order to resolve

the atomic structure. For that, the rotation axis between adjacent crystals has

to be parallel to a low index zone axis (both crystals in the same low index

zone axis) or perpendicular to two low index zone axes for which the rotation

angle corresponds to the angle between two low index zone axes (crystals in140

two different low index zone axes). In order to be able to resolve the atomic

structure of the interface, the interface plane must be parallel to the viewing

direction additionally. Like this, a selection of pure tilt or pure twist interfaces

is obtained. The rotation axis and angle of interfaces can be determined with

the software OIM.145

After TEM and before APT analysis, the lamella must be transformed into

a radial tip shape with the region of interest at the apex of the tip. Fig. 3

shows a method to do selective annular milling around a selected region. The

SEM image in Fig. 3a (side view, 52◦ tilt) shows a TEM lamella. The substrate

is at the bottom, thin film on top of it covered with protection layers of Pt.150

At the interface between substrate and thin film, many steps/facets can be

noted (highlighted by blue arrows) since the interface is not flat. The red arrow

indicates the region selected for APT tip preparation. The distances (dl and

dr) to the borders of the lamella are measured. The distances to the borders

are used during the ion milling to place the mask for radial milling around the155

selected region. In the presented example, the placing of the mask in relation to

the selected region can be obtained between milling steps (Fig. 3b). In case that

there is a flat interface without steps/facets, it is difficult to keep the milling

mask over the selected region and there is a higher risk to lose the selected

region during radial milling. The obtained tip containing the selected region at160

the apex (Fig. 3c) can be analyzed by APT.
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Fig. 3: Selective APT tip milling from TEM lamella. a) Selection (red arrow) of interface

region from recognizing steps/facets (blue arrows). Distances (dl and dr) are measured to

the borders of the lamella providing control of interface region selection if no steps/facets are

present at the interface. b) Annular milling around selected region. Green arrows symbolize

ion beam which is milling around a mask (blue bar) centered on the selected region. c) APT

tip with selected region in the tip apex.

3. Results and Discussion

The results of the successive TKD/EDS, TEM and APT characterization on

a CoSi2 film on (111)Si with Ge markers are presented and discussed.

3.1. TKD/EDS165

Fig. 4 and 5 show the EDS and TKD analysis of the TEM lamella. CoSi2

(face centered cubic) and Si (diamond cubic) are both in cubic structure with

similar lattice parameters (aSi=5.431 Å [38], aCoSi2=5.356 Å [39]). Thus, the

Kikuchi patterns are not distinguishable in TKD analysis and a correlation to
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a simultaneous EDS mapping is necessary to distinguish the CoSi2 thin film170

region and Si substrate region. The TKD analysis were thus correlated with

EDS analysis simultaneously acquired in the SEM. Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b show

the EDS maps of Co and Si. From regions of different compositions, the CoSi2

thin film and the Si substrate can be visualized (Fig. 4c).

Fig. 4: EDS maps on lamella in SEM. The EDS maps of Co K a) and Si K b) localize the

presence of the thin film. c) The determined compositions can be used to visualize the regions

of CoSi2 thin film and Si substrate.

Fig. 5 shows the TKD results in an inverse pole figure map (IPF, color175

code) in superposition with an image quality map (IQ, gray scale). The IQ map

indicates the quality of the Kikuchi patterns by the sum of detected bands in

numerical image treatments (bright region high quality, dark region low qual-

ity). Interfaces and grain boundaries appear thus darker in the IQ map. The

IPF visualizes regions with orientation of identical symmetry. That means that180

planes of the same family are perpendicular to the viewing direction in regions

of the same color. Different rotations around the viewing direction are not dis-

tinguished in the IPF. One possible distinction between the different rotations

around the viewing direction is a mapping related to perpendicular viewing di-

rections. Fig. 5a, 5b and 5c are IPFs along the perpendicular viewing directions185

of the reference system (RD, TD and ND). For example, the grains at the right

of the imaged thin film region are all colored in a similar purple for the RD
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Fig. 5: TKD inverse pole figure (IPF) maps in superposition with image quality maps (IQ)

on lamella in SEM. Different reference orientations are analyzed in a) (RD), b) (TD) and c)

(ND). The IPF indicates orientations of the grains in a color code related to the unit triangle

of the cubic structure (top right). The gray scale of the IQ indicates the quality of the Kikuchi

patterns (interface and grain boundary regions appear darker).

Interface (hkl)/[uvw] rotation axis rotation angle Θ [◦]

A (22̄1)/[22̄1] 52.0

B - -

C - -

D (11̄0)/[11̄0] 70.9

D (111)/[111] 180.0

E (01̄1)/[01̄1] 83.4

F - -

G - -

H - -

Table 1: Rotation axis and angle between substrate and grains related to Fig. 5 determined

by OIM. Values for rotation axis and angle are listed for (hkl)/[uvw] pairs up to a norm of 4

in order to focus on low indexation. ”-” is written when the norm of possible rotation axes is

higher than 4.

reference direction mapping. A change of the reference direction from RD to

TD and ND let appear the grains in different colors. They have no symmetric

identical orientations along these reference directions. The interfaces between190
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the substrate and different grains are labeled from A (left) to H (right) in Fig.

5c. It can be noticed that the grain at interface D is in a similar color as the

substrate for all three viewing directions. It means that grain and substrate

have symmetric identical orientations in the three imaged reference directions.

Thus, their structure is either identically orientated or in symmetries that can-195

not be distinguished from this mapping (twin, for example). Another possibility

to illustrate difference of symmetric identical orientations in an IPF mapping

of one reference direction is the visualization of the orientation of the unit cell

from the structure. The different rotations around the same viewing direction

can be determined from the detected Kikuchi patterns. For example, cubes are200

superimposed in Fig. 5c to the IPF. Even though the color in the IPF at the

interface D is the same for both the substrate and the grain, the cubes show two

different orientations with same symmetry (rotated around the viewing direc-

tion) that corresponds to a twin interface D. This twin orientation relationship

of CoSi2 on Si is known as epitaxy of type B111 [40, 41, 42] and the CoSi2 grain205

at interface D is also named as ”epitaxial CoSi2 grain” in the following.

It can be noticed that the thickness of the CoSi2 film is not uniform and

thus present some roughness. This might be related to the microstructure of

the CoSi2 thin film and its growth. Indeed, the CoSi2 grains with the smallest

thickness (about 150 nm) correspond to the epitaxial CoSi2 grain while the film210

thickness is larger and the substrate interface more uniform for other CoSi2

grain orientations.

The rotation axis and angles of the labeled interfaces are determined and

given in Tab. 1 for low index rotation axes (maximum norm 4). Only the inter-

faces A, D and E contain rotation axes of low indexation and are thus of interest215

for possible HRTEM. The rotation axis of (111)/[111] with a rotation angle of

180◦ (interface D) corresponds to a twin phase boundary between the epitaxial

CoSi2 grain and the Si substrate (red line and arrow in Fig. 5). HRTEM could

be performed on the interface D in several low index zone axes (for example

(11̄0) and (111)). The grains of the interfaces A and E can also be in low in-220

dex zone axis, but only parallel to their rotation axis. The rotation angles do
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not correspond to angles between two low index zone axes perpendicular to the

rotation axes.

In order to resolve the atomic structure at an interface in HRTEM, the inter-

face plane must be parallel to the viewing direction, additionally to the fact that225

the atomic distances in the zone axes must be larger than the resolution limit of

the used TEM. These restrictions limit the possibilities for investigations. For

the following conventional TEM and APT investigations, the twin interface D

was chosen.

3.2. TEM230

Fig. 6 shows a TEM BF image of the TEM lamella. The microstructure of

the thin film is consistent with the microstructure from the IPF-IQ (Fig. 5).

The grains have a lateral size from about 200 nm to 400 nm. Thickness fringes

inside the substrate parallel to the interface indicate the thickness variation of

the lamella (white arrows in Fig. 6). The position of the fringes parallel to the235

interface and their large spacing indicate an almost constant thickness along the

Fig. 6: TEM BF visualizing the microstructure of the thin film in cross-section. The diffraction

patterns from the epitaxial CoSi2 grain at interface D (bottom left) is in similar zone axis

as the Si substrate (bottom right). White arrows indicate thickness fringes which are almost

constant over the width of the sample.
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interface direction. Furthermore, insets of diffraction patterns acquired at the

epitaxial CoSi2 grain (bottom left) and Si substrate (bottom right) confirm the

presence of the orientation relation at the selected interface D between epitaxial

CoSi2 and the Si substrate. The visualized zone axis direction is parallel to [112̄].240

3.3. APT

A tip was prepared from the TEM lamella selecting interface D (of Fig. 5)

for quantitative chemical analysis of the twin interface between epitaxial CoSi2

grain and (111)Si. The reconstructed APT volume is shown in Fig. 7a. CoSi2 is

at the top of the volume and Si substrate at the bottom. Reconstruction param-245

eters were optimized [43, 44] in order to get flat interface regions in agreement

with TEM analysis. Interface regions can be divided in different facets. Three

junctions of these facets are inside the reconstructed APT volume and marked

as J1, J2 and J3 in Fig. 7a. They will be analyzed together with the chem-

istry at the facets after the confirmation of the orientation relation between the250

epitaxial CoSi2 grain and the Si substrate, ensuring the analysis of the selected

interface.

Since the field evaporation depends on the atomic scale local curvature, the

evaporation is usually lower at special crystallographic positions such as pole

positions. Crystallographic information is thus contained in the reconstructed255

volume and revealed by regions of different densities on the detector event hit

map and consistently in the reconstructed volume. To highlight this informa-

tion, 2D-density-maps of volumes perpendicular to the analysis direction have

been generated in CoSi2 and Si (Fig. 7b and 7c) from slides in the reconstructed

volume (Fig. 7a). Both maps show the same main features. The central pole260

(very low density) is determined as {111} pole from the 3-fold symmetry of the

zone lines (low density). In pole regions, crystal planes perpendicular to the

analysis direction can be resolved (not shown). Recently, it was shown that 3D

Hough transformation of a point cloud can be used to determine the orienta-

tion and periodicity of present planes [45]. This procedure has been applied on265

3D APT volumes to determine the orientation of planes present in pole regions
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[46]. It allows the indication of orientations of grains [47] from APT data as

soon as enough crystallographic information can be obtained from the volume.

The 3D Hough transformation has been applied on sub volumes (cylinders with

Fig. 7: APT analysis. a) The acquired volume contains an interface between CoSi2 (top) and

Si substrate (bottom). Junctions of the facets are marked as J1, J2 and J3. Ge atoms are

found at the interface. b) 2D density map of Co in CoSi2 and c) of Si in Si. The presence of a

pole is evident for thin film and substrate at about the same position in the x-y-plane which

is identified as {111} pole from symmetries. The orientation of the facet junction J1 and J3

(dashed lines) are introduced which are perpendicular to [11̄0]. d), e) The periodicity maps

of the 3D Hough transformation corresponding to pole regions in a) and b) verify the same

orientation of the (11̄1) planes in the epitaxial CoSi2 grain and Si substrate.
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diameter of 2 nm) in the (111) pole regions of the APT volume (indicated by270

circles in Fig. 7b and 7c) in order to compare the orientation of the planes of the

pole in the epitaxial CoSi2 grain and Si substrate. The elevation angle describes

the angle between the z-axis of the reconstructed volume and the plane normal.

The azimuth angle describes the angle between the x-axis of the reconstruc-

tion and the projection of the plane normal on the x-y-plane. The periodicity275

maps for the volumes in CoSi2 (Fig. 7d) and in Si (Fig. 7e) verify that there

is only one orientation of present plane normal in the elaborated pole regions.

The angles corresponding to this orientation are measured to be: φCoSi2 = 79◦,

θCoSi2 = 336◦ for CoSi2 and φSi = 79◦, θSi = 335◦ for Si. The peak in the

periodicity map for Si (Fig. 7e) is broader than the one for CoSi2 (Fig. 7d).280

This is certainly due to the static reconstruction that was optimized to obtain

a flat interface and the lattice spacing of planes in CoSi2 poles instead of a dy-

namic reconstruction [48]. Consequently, the planes in Si appear slightly curved

in the static reconstruction and this results in broader peaks in the periodicity

intensity map of the 3D Hough transformation. Apart from this, the planes285

in the poles identified as {111} poles in the epitaxial CoSi2 grain and Si have

almost the same orientation in agreement with TKD/EDS and TEM analysis.

The above procedure ensures that the APT volume in Fig. 7 includes the

twin interface between the epitaxial CoSi2 grain and Si substrate, as chosen

from the TKD investigation. A slide of the volume in Fig. 7a can be selected290

with its short axis in parallel to the facet junction in order to visualize the shape

and chemistry of the interface by local concentration or density projection. Fig.

8 shows the localization of Ge at the interface region as a 2D Ge concentration

map. In the color scale, blue means local concentration less than 0.2 at % and red

higher than 1.5 at %. Assumed facets are drawn as black lines and labeled in a295

schematic drawing at the bottom of Fig. 8. Ge is inhomogeneously distributed

at the interface. The highest amount of segregated Ge can be found at the

junction J3 (1.5 at %) followed by the junction J1 (1.2 at %). The concentration

of Ge is not significantly increased at the junction J2 in comparison to the

concentration on the adjacent facet. Ge is present in lower concentration on300
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the facets F2 (about 0.6 at %) and F4 (about 0.5 at %). Very low increase of Ge

concentration (locally about 0.4 at % Ge) is detected on the facets F1 and F3.

Fig. 8: 2D Ge concentration map of thin slide in Fig. 7a with viewing direction parallel to

facet junctions. The Ge concentration map quantifies the distribution of Ge at the interface.

Preferred places are the junctions of facets with concentration values up to 1.5 at %. Fur-

thermore, possible indexations of facets are given on the base of measured inclination angles

(assumed facet planes drawn in black lines) and the determined viewing direction. The scheme

at the bottom labels facets and junctions.

As there are no indications for a grain boundary in the CoSi2 (no changes in

density or composition) no triple junction is present at the investigated interface

region. The almost horizontal facet F1 at the left border and the facet F3 in the305

center of Fig. 8 were identified as (111) planes from comparison with the (111)

pole identification. The two further facets F2 and F4 have different inclination

angles to the (111) planes and lengths. The length of the facet F2 is about

5.2 nm and the length of the facet F4 is at least 7.5 nm. An indexation of these
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two facets has been estimated from the crystallographic information in the APT310

volume as follows. It is assumed that the facet planes are perpendicular to the

projection plane of Fig. 8. Thus, they have a zone axis in common which must

be perpendicular to [111]. In the x-y projection from the Si-density projection

along the z-axis (Fig. 7c), the <11̄0> orientations can be easily determined as

low-density zone lines starting from the (111) pole with a threefold symmetry315

(Fig. 7c) [15]. The junctions J1 and J3 of the facets are measured being

perpendicular to one of the <11̄0> orientations. Thus, the projection direction

in Fig. 8 along the junctions is determined to be [112̄]. It represents the rotation

axis which relates the (111) facets F1 and F3 to the other two facets F2 and

F3 by the measured rotation angles. The inclination angle to the (111) plane is320

about 22◦ for the facet F2 and about 55◦ for the facet F4. Candidates of lowest

indexes for the facets are thus the (132) plane (22.2◦) for the facet F2 and (1̄31)

plane (58.5◦) for the facet F4. It must be considered that CoSi2 is twin on the

Si substrate. The crystal lattice is rotated by 180◦ around [111]. From that, the

facets F2 and F4 correspond to the planes (312) and (31̄1) in the twin CoSi2,325

respectively.

Another quantification of the inhomogeneous Ge segregation at the inter-

face can be given by 1D concentration profiles along cubes perpendicular to

the facets. Fig. 9 shows such 1D concentration profiles: Fig. 9a, 9b, 9c cor-

respond to profiles across the facets F2, F3, F4 (compare insets), respectively.330

Cubes used for the profiles are small, and statistical fluctuation can be present.

However, the interface position is clear from the change in the Si concentration

profile. Clear peaks in the Ge concentration profiles with a maximum of about

1 at % are present in Fig. 9a and 9c corresponding to facets F2 and F4 which

are different from (111). In contrast, at the (111) facet F3 in Fig. 9b, only a335

small peak with a maximum of about 0.3 at % can be measured. This means the

Ge concentration changes with the facet orientation. The values of the concen-

tration values agree with the measurement from the 2D Ge concentration map

in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 9: Concentration profiles crossing facets of the interface indexed in Fig. 8. a) Facet [132].

b) Facet [111]. c) Facet [1̄31]. The position of the interface in each scan is indicated by the Si

concentration change. Significant Ge concentration (about 1 at %) is identified at the facets

[132] and [1̄31]. Almost no Ge segregation (about 0.3 at %) is measured at the facet [111].
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4. Discussion340

Stress and strain are induced at the twin interface D between the epitaxial

CoSi2 grain and Si due to the misfit of crystal lattice planes between CoSi2

(aCoSi2 = 5.36 Å [39], stretched) and Si (aSi = 5.43 Å [38], compressed) [41].

Misfit dislocations [49], steps (atomic layer height) [50] or facets (accumulation

of steps with a certain effective orientation) [51] can be formed in order to345

relax the stress. For very thin epitaxial CoSi2 of type B on (111)Si, interface

steps with atomic layer height were observed on the (111) interface plane by

Bulle-Lieuwma et al. [41].

In our work, additional yet different facets from this (111) plane have been

determined at the investigated twin interface D. All determined planes include350

the [112̄] viewing direction of Fig. 8. Furthermore, the orientations [112̄] and

[111] form a mirror plane in the cubic system. This means that crystal planes of

the same family are present on both sides of the twin interface D and it ensures

a low misfit at all facets as crystal planes of the same family in Si and CoSi2

match together (F2: (312)CoSi2 with (132)Si; F4: (31̄1)CoSi2 with (1̄31)Si).355

The orientation of the facet depends on the local energy. Interfaces can

change facets due to the change of their interfacial energy by segregation of

atoms [52, 53, 54]. In fact, Ge segregation has been found at the (132) facet F2

while less Ge is present at the (111) facets F1 and F3. This indicates that Ge

segregation to the (132) facet lowers its interfacial energy to be equivalent to360

the interfacial energy of the (111) facet with a lower amount of Ge segregation.

Facets different from (111) become an energetic equivalent to the (111) facet

due to chemical changes.

In addition to different Ge segregation at the facets, different Ge concentra-

tion have been also determined at the junctions of the facets (Fig.8). The highest365

concentrations have been measured at junction J1 and J3 (1.2 and 1.5 at % Ge

respectively) while no increase in Ge concentration compared to the adjacent

facet F2 has been found at junction J2.
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These different segregation values could be related to different characteristics

of the junctions and/or related strain fields. In particular, the opening angle370

in CoSi2 is concave (>180◦) for J1 (202◦) and J3 (235◦) but convex (<180◦)

for J2 (158◦). This difference should lead to varying local stress state around

the junctions. From the epitaxy between CoSi2 and Si and from their different

structures, there should be already stress related to the epitaxy in CoSi2 and

in Si. This ”epitaxy” stress depends on several parameters such as difference375

in lattice parameters, difference in thermal expansion, relaxation state... The

stress field linked to the opening of the junction may either reduce or increase the

stress field linked to the epitaxy. This could explain the additional segregation

for concave junction while no additional segregation is found for the convex

junction. Moreover, the difference between the two concave junctions seems to380

confirm this behavior since the additional segregation is higher for the concave

junction with the highest angle (J3, 235◦, 1.5 at % Ge) than for the lower angle

junction (J2, 202◦, 1.2 at % Ge).

This simple explanation of segregation related to the strain field around

the junctions does not consider additional defects at the junction such as dis-385

locations. For example, solute segregation to strain fields of dislocations was

predicted [55], and experimental evidence was given [56, 57] and confirmed by

simulations [58, 59]. For a more detailed relation of the Ge segregation to the

structure at the interface, structural investigations with atomic resolution would

be necessary.390

Our results show that Ge segregates to specific sites (facets and in particular

junctions of facets) of the interface between CoSi2 and Si. It was discovered

within interfaces between silicide and Si, Ge segregates site-specific to triple

junction regions ([60] and therein). Triple junctions and junctions of interface

facets seem thus to behave remarkably with respect to segregation. However, our395

work goes beyond the cited works about Ge segregation at interfaces between

silicides and Si and shows site-specific segregation behavior to specific junctions

and facets.
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In equivalence to interfaces, grain boundaries can form facets to minimize

their energy [61]. It was recently shown that impurities segregate to junctions of400

grain boundary facets instead of homogeneous segregation to the grain bound-

ary facets [26]. Our work presents the counterpart for interphase. We show

inhomogeneous interphase segregation to facets and junctions of facet which

may be related to strain field characteristics and which could reduce interfacial

energy.405

In the above discussion, it was assumed that the Ge segregation corresponds

to equilibrium segregation. However, diffusion may play an important role in the

redistribution of Ge [60]. As the annealing temperature used to form CoSi2 is

relatively high, the Ge diffusion may be fast enough to reach a (quasi)equilibrium

state, thus justifying our assumption.410

In Fig. 4, 5 and 6, it was noticed that the epitaxial grain is thinner than the

grains with other orientations. Furthermore, this behavior was found for other

place in the sample: the CoSi2 thin film thickness is lower in regions of epitax-

ial grains and larger for the other orientations. However, the initial substrate

surface present negligible roughness. Thus, the difference in CoSi2 thickness415

and the roughness of the silicide/substrate interface should have developed dur-

ing the silicide formation. This might be due to different diffusion or interface

motion depending on the grain orientation during the phase formation.

In particular, the epitaxial interface may have a lower mobility than an

incoherent interface. Concerning intra granular (lattice) diffusion, CoSi2 has a420

cubic structure: the lattice self-diffusion should be isotropic and thus not depend

on grain orientation. However, differences in the diffusivity can result from other

diffusion paths such as grain boundaries (or triple junctions). Indeed, diffusion

in grain boundaries (or triple junctions) can strongly depend on their properties

(misorientation, grain boundary plane, etc.). It is possible that specific grain425

boundaries (low misorientation for example) with lower diffusion constants are

formed around the epitaxial CoSi2 grain. Lower diffusion constants can lead

to slower phase growth towards the substrate and thus to the development of

interface roughness. That can be either due to slower Co diffusion towards
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the CoSi2/Si interface if Co is the main diffusion species or due to slower Si430

diffusion from the CoSi2/Si interface to the CoSi/CoSi2 interface. Furthermore,

considering diffusion along the interfaces, it is possible that the diffusivities

of Co and Si along interfaces with epitaxial relationship are lower than for

general interfaces. It can slow down the interface growth velocity (reaction

rate, interface motion) of the CoSi2 phase towards the substrate and introduce435

the interface roughness. An additional impact can be given from Ge segregating

which may change the diffusion behavior of Co and Si in grain boundaries and

interfaces.

The evolution of the interface roughness during the CoSi2 formation is

schematically visualized in Fig. 10. A uniform polycrystalline CoSi2 layer has440

been formed at the CoSi/Si interface (Fig. 10a). The colors of the CoSi2 grains

represent different orientations of which the blue one is an epitaxial CoSi2 grain.

The arrows indicate the growth rate. The lower growth rate at the interface be-

tween the epitaxial CoSi2 grain and the Si substrate results in a strong interface

roughness in which the epitaxial CoSi2 grain is located on a bump.445

Fig. 10: Scheme of interface roughness resulting from differences in Co and/or Si diffusivity

during CoSi2 formation.

5. Conclusion

A procedure is proposed to perform correlative TKD/EDS-TEM-APT

analysis on selected interfaces. A successful application of the procedure is pre-

sented on a twin interface between an epitaxial CoSi2 grain of a polycrystalline

CoSi2 film and (111)Si substrate. It is demonstrated that the successive prepa-450

ration of TEM lamella and APT tips offers the possibility to choose an interface
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from a TKD/EDS mapping in order to analyze the structure and chemistry.

The procedure can also be applied for the selection of grain boundaries as well

as for systems other than thin films with an appropriate microstructure. It also

offers the possibility for systematic investigation of structure and chemistry at455

interfaces.

When Ge is introduced as a marker, it segregates to the interface between CoSi2

and Si. The investigated twin interface is composed of facets. Facet planes are

observed which are different from the energetic favorable (111) plane of pure

(111) twin interfaces [50]. In addition, Ge segregation to these facets is evi-460

denced to be higher than Ge segregation to the (111) facets. It is concluded

that Ge segregation locally lowers the interfacial energy. Furthermore, higher

Ge segregation to junctions of facets is determined to depend on the strain field

of the junctions. Thus, segregation at interfaces is site-specific and related to

minimize interfacial energies.465
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